Autoantibodies in SLE but not in scleroderma react with protein-stripped nucleosomes.
Autoantibodies against nucleosomes (ANuA) are known to be sensitive markers for systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), but their clinical relevance seemed to be limited because sera from patients with progressive systemic sclerosis (PSS) also showed positive reactions with conventional ANuA ELISA test systems (anti-Nu1 ELISA). It was generally assumed thatANuA were associated with both diseases. Using discontinuous sucrose gradient centrifugation to generate pure nucleosomes, we discovered by chance that at the 30-50% sucrose interface an antigen (Nu2) banded which was demonstrably free of non-histone components and histone H1. The two different nucleosome preparations, Nu1 and Nu2, were used in parallel as antigenic substrates in standardised ELISA tests to analyse sera from SLE (295 patients), PSS (119) and patients with other rheumatic diseases (101). With Nu1, 62% of the SLE and 52% of the PSS sera showed positive reactions. Two sera from patients suffering from Sjögren's syndrome (SS) and one from polymyositis were also positive. Using the Nu2 preparation, 58% of the SLE but none of the PSS sera showed a positive reaction. One serum from a patient with SS was also positive. It could be shown that it was the PSS-specific autoantigen Scl-70 in the nucleosome preparation (Nu1) which contributed to the positive reactions of the PSS sera in conventional ANuA test systems, whereas in the Nu2 preparation no remaining Scl-70 was detectable. The present study definitely proved that ANuA are highly and specifically associated with SLE but not with PSS.